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Karabo devices, EXtra-foam and others karabo-bridge

accessible flexible

EXtra-metro

Spectrum of online analysis solutions
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Spectrum of online analysis solutions
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Any control or pipeline data 
from within Karabo

Automatic real-time plotting of results

@View.VectorLine
def tof_by_train(trace: 'SQS_DIGITIZER_UTC1/ADC/1:network'
                        '[digitizers.channel_2_C.raw.samples]'):
    """Subtract periodic baseline and slice signal region."""
    for x in range(16):
        trace[x::16] -= trace[x:1000:16].mean()

    return trace[signal_region]

@View.ScalarFast
def hits_per_train(traces: 'tof_by_pulse'):
    """Count hits based on integrated threshold."""
    hits = 0

    for trace in traces:
        if -trace[hit_region].sum() > hit_threshold:
            hits += 1

    return hits

Your own analysis code on 
that data concentrating on 
the math & science
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Hands-on
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◼ Let’s assume a simple scattering experiment
with a single detector

◼ In files, frame data would be found under
the key data.image of source
SQS_NQS_PNCCD1MP/CAL/PNCCD_FMT-0:output

◼ In Karabo live data, the device 
SQS_NQS_PNCCD1MP/CAL/PNCCD_FMT-0 has a channel 
output with key  data.image
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Hands-on
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Analysis graph from hands-on demo
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raw_frame corr_frame

hit_roi_sum is_hit

hit_frame

straylight

SQS_NQS_PNCCD1MP/CAL/PNCCD_FMT-0
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Scaling up a Metro analysis
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ADQ digitizer 
channels

KB motor 
positions

Edge discrimination

Hit reconstruction

Average spectrum of 
filtered hits

Pump-probe diagnostics

Ratio of rates of two TOFs 
(=ion species)

PIPICO
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More context code features
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@View.Vector
def all_(traces: 'karabo#[by-name]SQS_DIGITIZER_UTC1/ADC/1:network'
                 '[digitizers.channel_*.raw.samples]'):
    stacked = np.stack(traces.values())    
    return xr.DataArray(
        stacked,
        dims=['channel', 'time / ns'],
        coords={'channel': traces.keys(),
                'time / ns': 0.5 * np.arange(stacked.shape[1])},
        attrs={'ylabel': 'ADU', 'vlines': [1000, 2000, 3000]}
    )

◼ View prototypes and groups
@ViewPrototype.Vector
def corr_trace(trace: 'SQS_DIGITIZER_UTC1/ADC/1:network'
                      '[digitizers.channel_{channel}.raw.samples]'):
    # Do your analysis.

# Instantiate prototype multiple times for different channels.
corr_trace(name='raw/1A', channel='1_A')
corr_trace(name='raw/1C', channel='1_C')

class DigitizerChannel(ViewGroup):
    @View.Vector(name='{prefix}corr_trace')
    def corr_trace(trace: 'SQS_DIGITIZER_UTC1/ADC/1:network'
                          '[digitizers.channel_{channel}.raw.samples]'):
        # Do important analysis

    @View.Scalar(name='{prefix}foo)
    def foo(trace: '{prefix}corr_trace'):
        # Do even more important analysis

# Instantiate multiple views at once.
DigitizerChannel(prefix='raw1A/', channel='1_A')

◼ Action views and result feedback
@View.Vector_Action(feedback=True)
def reference(trace: 'SQS_DIGITIZER_UTC1/ADC/1:network'
                     '[digitizers.channel_1_A.raw.samples]'):
    # Result sticks around until triggered again.
    return trace

◼ Wildcard paths and result annotations
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Outputmetropc pipeline

Pipeline layout
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Input

Input
Frontend

analysis
code by 
user
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pool #N+1

pool #N

reduce

Output

metropc pipeline

Pipeline layout
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Input

Input
Frontend

analysis
code by 
user
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MetroProcessor device
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Context code is 
loaded locally

Connected 
pipeline sources

Parts making up 
the pipeline

INIT: While reconfiguring
PASSIVE: Suspended
ACTIVE: Context loaded
PROCESSING: Running context

ERROR: Recoverable problem
DISABLED: Unrecoverable problem
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MetroProcessor device
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Overloaded pipeline stages 
due to analysis code, in 

particular the synchronous 
reduction stage

Input not sending data, 
invalid or late data

Latency of some input 
source exceeds maximum

Error usually found in 
context code and always 
with status update
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EXtra-metro client you@exfloncNN:~% module load exfel EXtra-metro
you@exfloncNN:~% extra-metro
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Double-clicking any view 
opens up the default plot

Rates for data input

Rates for view outputs

Pipeline output 
address to connect to
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◼ metropc is a framework to build runtime-programmable processing or 
analysis pipelines
◼ Build analysis as a graph of nodes called views
◼ Each view may deliver a plottable result visualized
◼ Code may be changed and re-injected within seconds
◼ Takes care of IO, parallelization and common statistics automatically

◼ MetroProcessor device is a metropc frontend to take in data from Karabo

◼ EXtra-metro is a standalone GUI client to visualize view results
◼ Loadable via modules from any GPFS-connected machine

◼ MetroOutput device is a client to plot view results on scenes

◼ https://rtd.xfel.eu/docs/metroprocessor/en/latest/
https://rtd.xfel.eu/docs/metropc/en/latest/ 
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https://rtd.xfel.eu/docs/metroprocessor/en/latest/
https://rtd.xfel.eu/docs/metropc/en/latest/

